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Unless otherwise indicated, all meetings will be held at the Studebaker Hanestead
on Rt. 202, foor miles mrth of 1-70. Guests and the public are invited. Bring
items and tools you have made for display. Donation of itans for the newsletter
raffle are always we1care. Please don't park on the grass, there is plenty of
parking around the production buildings, but please don't block driveways or inter
fere with plant operations.
June 14th, 1 PM

BUSINESS MEm'ING fo11aved by a double program. Steve Roth
will give a presentation on ":2lements in Design in Everyday
Blacksmit.ru.ng" follONed by a daronstration on making spoons
by Terry Gannan. rom 'IBIS IS THE SE(XN) SATURDAY.

June 21st, 9 AM

Work on the hanestead gate. BriIB your favorite forgiIB
han:mer. Lunch (hot dogs and beans) will be provided by SOFA.

July 12th, 1 P:t-1

BUSINESS MEEl'ING follOwed by a horseshoeing derronstration by
Dave MacDonald. Dave will forge a shoe out of barstoc]<;: and
then reset the shoes using factory shoes. note that this is
the secorrl Saturday due to the holiday.

July 19th, 9 AM

Work on the hanestead

July 19th, 9 AM

Joint meetiIB between SOFA and. the Northwest Ohio Blacr-sniths
Ass'n at the hane of Ed Hulihan, 6311 Td 80, Mt. Blanchard,
OH -. 419-694-7941 (near Lima/Findlay). Contact Ed for direct
ions. Bring a portable forge, project and/or potluck lunch item.
BUSINESS MEffi'ING follONed by a vvorkshop lead by Ron Thanpson on
making an old-fashion beaver trap. Teams will make the parts.

August 2nd, 1 PM
August 13th -

--

17t.~

gate as required.

See entry for 6/14.

1986 ABANA National Conference at Flagstaff, AZ. Plan your
family vacation around this event at it should be GREAT!

Septanber 6th, 1 PM

BUSINESS MEETING follCMed by a de:rronstration on making tenons
by Hans Peat. Hans will denonstrate several methods.

September 13th, 9 AM

Work on the hanestead gate as required.

Se,?tanber 27th - 28th

1986 Quad-State Blacksnithing Round-Up. See write-up else
where in newsletter. Should be an interesting conference.

Crpativp' & Friendlv

See entry for 6/14.

_Jill;

Upper Left - Conpleted Flood Harorial Gate (see description elsewhere in ne.'lsletter) , Upper
Right - Center details. Dayton would be several ti.nes larger nON. I..ot.ver Left - Dr. :'Jrn.:ta~<::er at work. Couldn't find
. out who the math lesson on the board was for. Lo\ler Right - The crew: (left to right) Steve Roth (designer), Hans
Peet, Emmert Studebaker, Ham Harrurond, Scott La..ri<ton (Ann Arbor, HI), Randy Oberg (Cohasset, ~-1N), Dr. Carl Van AmaIn • ,
(Gainesville, FL) (kneeling), Francis ~oJhitaker, Dave NacDonald, Danny O'Brien (Tipton, IN), Dave Hartman, Duane ~'legleg
t"iiITAKER GATE IDRKSHOP:

and Davf'"

yerikel.
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MEEl'ING NarES:
At the April 5th Board of Directors/business meeting, the following i terns were
discussed:
- Don Witzler is organizing a blacksmithing group in the Toledo area.
first event will be on Nay 17-18. See details elsewhere in the newsletter.
of support for tl1is effort will be sent by SOFA.

Their
A letter

- The ABANA national office is contacting the national Boy Scout headquarters
to try to reactivate a merit badge in blacksmithing.
- The Treasurer gave a brief third quarter financial report. Essentially the
group is breaking even with incorre rna.tching expenditures, excluding funds placed
in our building contingency fund.
- The demonstrators have been lined up for the Quad-State Blacksmithing Rothld-Up
on Sept. 27-28. Beau Hickory (Fran Arizona) will demonstrate ornamental ironwork on
Saturday and on Sunday rrorning. Sunday afternoon he will head a scroll workshop in
which participants will make a scroll under his guidance. Our 0NI1 Dick Franklin will
be derronstrating basic blacksmi thing on Saturday. Terry carson and Darrel Nelson
(from TtJashington State) will be repeating their program fran the 1984 ABi'\NA National
Conference in making life-like animal heads and a three hour garden-type gate. Animal
heads will be on Saturday and Sunday rrornings and the gate on Saturday afternoon. Al
Pendray (fran Florida) will be demonstrating a Dan1ascus-pattern knife blade on Sunday
while discussing his cast Damascus process (heM they really use to do it). On" Sunday
afternoon our CMIl Ron Thanpson will demonstrate sand casting (see the last issue of
the newsletter). We believe we succeeded in making your demonstration watching
choice difficult again this year. We will also have a full program for spouces
featuring presentations on topics such as family and small business financial planning.
Except for lining up volunteer workers, the Round-Up has been pretty well finalized.
HeMever, suggestions for inprovement frau the merobership are always wela:rne. Canplaints
are accepted from 2400-0000 (military time) •
- The Sixth Annual Laura Old Fashion Weekend will be July 25-27. They will have
an area set aside to demonstrate, display and sell crafts. For further info contact
Lori Todd at 513-947-1031.
- Marsha Nelson is organizing a blacksmithing group in the Kentucky area (they
are springing up allover). For further info contact her at 613 Third St., Silver
Grove, KY 41085.
The raffle brought in an additional $63.00 to support the newsletter. Englewood
member Steve Roth won the anvil pick make at the last meeting by :-fans Peat and Larry
Wood. Your Editor won the scroll starter/bick made at the last meeting by HansPeot.
Kettering IlE.11ber Ham Hamrrond won a copy of Richardson I s book Practical Blacksmithing
donated by Spring Valley merrber William Flectenstein. Silver Grove, KY matlber ~Iarsha
Nelson won a lengthof 1/4" brass rod (for making brass rivets) donated by William
Flectenstein. Lima member Bud Rolston won an either/or railroad spike horse-holder or
door kn:>cker make and donated by the Editor. Tipp City matlber Emnert Studebaker -won
three tanahawk handles donated by Steve Roth and Joe Abele. Rushsylvania menber Ralph
Van Buskirk won a shovel pan made and donated by Eirrnert Studebaker (matches the one
his son won last meeting). Several other members also won either magnets (donated
~ by William FlectE".nstein) or a comical blacksmi th shop hours sign.
FolleMing the business meeting Emnert Studebaker (with assistance fran Ron Thanpson
and a oouple others) made a Gordian Knot (also kno.vn as the Clayton Knot since the
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English blacksmith who developed it lives in Clayton, England). The knot is named
after the Knot solved by Alexander the Great by slicing through it with his swor?
Emuert carmented that, even thJugh Alexander the Great could neither read nor wr~te,
he founded the Great Library at Alexandria, Egypt (in which roost of ancient written
history was lost when it burned down later) .
Hy first inclination on this knot was to say "if you weren't there to see it done,
tough!!, since it is rrore than a little bit canplicated to describe in the newsletter.
However, here's an attempt at it. I'll ccmnent in advance that the secret of the knot
is in how to interweave the sixth strand without needing three hands.
Emnert started with six pieces of 7/32" rod 12" long. He used a gig to
bend them in the shape illustrated at. (1) while cold. The gig and handles
look like Illustrations 2 and 3. The dotted lines in Illustration 2 are
marks to let Eh1mert knOll when to stop bending. The gig had a bottan plate
to hold it in the leg vice. He ccmnented that on this knot, 3/16" rod
~
seemed too thin and 1/4" too thick, so he prefers using 7/32" welding
rods. Note that the center section is not straight across but rather bent
a little to help hold the pieces together. Emuert center marked the
r-------,
rods to knOll where to place them in the gig.
(J) o O,,;,f
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Here canes the hard part! Emuert started the knot by crossing one
rod over another at the saddle, then a third over the second, fourth
over the third, and fifth over the fourth. To tie the sixth rod to the
first, it is inserted down.vard under the bend in the first rod and then
raised up,vard to lock the sixth rod to the first, carpleting the basic
knot (see Illustration 4). Ask Emnert to slla-l you how to do this at
any of the future meetings. Dorothy Steigler demonstrated this knot at
the 1985 Indiana Blacksmith's Ass'n annual a:mference. For the "third
hand" she drilled holes in a piece of wcx:>d and inserted the first
five rods in it as she laced then, laced the sixth rod and picked
up the bundle a:mpleted.
.
To mId the rods together until the ends can be arc welded,
Emuert used two different sizes of rings, one with an outside
diameter of 2 1/8" and the other 1 5/8". The rings were driven
on using the leg vice. Prior to arc welding, a I" piece of the
same size rod was inserted between the rods to form six rcx:ls
around one for the next step, forge welding both ends.
The ends are forge welded just like a basket handle or bulb.
In this case, the forge welded area was drawn dONn to 3/8". Once
both ends are forge welded, the entire assenbly is given a consistent heat
and twisted back against the curve (Illustration 5) until both ends are
twisted together (Illustration 6) .
The next step is to determine the better twisted end and cut off the
other one with a hacksaw just above the knot. The knot is then reheated
and the cut off ends driven dONn with a punch into the center area of the
knot, with the dimensions of the knot adjusted with a hanmer as required.
Robert Rean made the suggestion that the shank could be welded onto the
knot at the first O:ppb'rtunity since it eliminates the need for a pair of
tongs' for future steps. This could be done after the forge welding of
the first rod ends, but you would be stuck with whatever end was welded
to the shaft rather than being able to choose the best twisted ends for
beneath the knot. If one leg of one of the rods was left about 18" longer
than the others, it would also provide a handle for the first weld.
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The final knot looks scmething like Illustration 7. There are several
~..
examples of this knot at the hanestead for you ~o ~ook over. J?orothy
~..
Steigler said she sells a m;nnber of ~ese by drl~l1l1CJ and t:c:'-PPll1g the
~ area under the knot and maJung then lnto aut.om:>blle gear shlft knobs.

r

Following Emmert's demonstration, lIans Peot and Dick Franklin made
one with the intent of puttin:.:r a basket under the knot. It got out of
the shop before I saw the finished product, so either it was very good or
very bad.

* .* * * * * *
On April 12th, several nanbers arrived at the Hanestead to work on the gate pro
ject. Fair progress was made as we now have the nore-or-less completed first side
to use as a pattern. As I have mentioned previously, it would be educational just
to cane and watch the gate being made, although you would likely find a hamner in
your hand before long.

* * * * * * *
At the May 3rd business meeting the current officers were rea::mnended without
opposition to the Board of Directors. New to the Board of Directors will be Steve
Roth and Ham IIamrond. Ron Thanpson was reelected to the Board. Following the meeting,
the Board met briefly to appoint the group officers.
Other business covered:
- Errmert Studebaker and Larry ~vood both spoke on the importance of ABANA "to the
resurgence of blacksmithing in the U. S. and encouraged all SOFA mEmbers to belorg to
ABANA. Errurert pointed out that if it was not for ABANA, SOFA probably would not have
~ been started. The $25 annual ABANA manbership fee seens quite reasonable for the .
services provided by the national office and The Anvil's Ring. Hembers can join or
renew to ABANA by sending $25 to ABANA, c/o Ruth Cook, P.O. Box 303, Cedarburg, HI 53012.
- Scott Shoemaker presented Enroert with a framed photograph of him working on the
Clayton Knot at the last meeting.
- He still have copies of the 1913 Sear's catalog on blacksmithing supplies for
$6.50 each. We also have a new supply of SOFA black l:aseball-type caps for sale. One
size fits all. To have one mailed to you send $4.00 (plus $1.00 for shipping) to
the Editor.
- Reminders about upcoming blacksmithing events in Kentucky, Northwest Ohio and
the Detroit area were given. See details elsewhere in the newsletter.
- Larry Wood was presented with a trophy. I t seems he was making one of the
baskets for the gate and left it in the fire a bit too long, burning several of the
strands. He then pranptly bent the piece in two. The ruined basket was presented as
a token of our appreciation for dernonstratin:.:r that even experienced blacksmiths will
occasionally ruin a piece. ~ve had nounted it on a piece of wood.
The raffle brought in a record $72.50 to support the newsletter. Perrysburg, OH
menber Don Witzler won an extra large meat fork made and donated by Randy Oberg, a
workshop participant fran Cohasset, Minn. Your Editor won a beautiful wooden mallot
made and donated by RUshsylvania, OH mEmber John Jacobs. The head was made out of
~ piece of ash stllIrp and the handle was irol1VJ'ood.
Cleveland Heights, OlI manber Art
• .~olfe won a "fireplace shovel nade and donated by Findlay, OIl member Dave l-1acDonald
~ and a pair of adjustable pliers donated by Spring Valley, OH rre.mber Bill Fleckenstein.
Kettering merrber Ham Hammond won a T-shirt featuring a power hammer donated by Scott
I..a.ri<ton from Ann Arbor, Mich., arnther \vorkshop participant. Gainsville, Fla. manber

J
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Dr. Carl Van Arnam (another workshop p1rticipant) won a kitchen knife donated by Dayto.
member ONen Vance. Vandalia mEmber Steve Roth won two lengths of brass wire (for
rivets). Cheviot, OH member Bill Heileman won two wall brackets (for holding shovels
I believe) made and donated by Rushsylvania, OH TI1E!l1ber Ralph Van Buskirk. Dave Mac
Donald won a pair of large tongs. Huber Heights member Dick Franklin won a can of
assorted springs donated by Bill Fleckenstein and ~\1est Alexandria, OH member Henry
Meyer w:m a pair of vice jaw blocks. Five menbers also won magnets donated by Bill
Fleckenstein. Thanks goes out to all the menber who made am/or oonated items for the
raffle.
Following the business meeting Steve Roth and Larry wood took the group outside
to display and explain the gate made during the Whitaker Vbrkshop. A photo of the
gate is in the newsletter. Briefly, the gate memoralizes the 1913 Dayton fl~d.
The outside fr~of the gate are the borders of the water control/conservation
district created after the flood, with the City of Dayton in the center of the
gate. The saddle stirrup looking areas are the lakes created by the dams built as
part of the flood control effort. The 3/8" rods going across the gate represent
meteorological isobars with arrows representing heavy rain expected. Once mounted,
the gate can be seen at the Flood Memorial Park, located at Valley and Alaska Streets
near Children's Medical Center. Francis Whitaker was not able to stay for the
Saturday meeting.

i·

Prior to and after the meeting several menbers worked on
are nearing the point where the canponents of the gate will
cases requiring ti1e gate to be held upright for riveting on
the gate will weigh about 700 pounds when assanbled. Thus,
help in manhandling the gate sections for assEmbly.

the hanestead gate.

We

be assembled, in sane

pieces. Each side of
we sure could use some

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
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The workshop schedule for the Appalachian Center
For Crafts (Rt. 3, Box 347A-l, Smithville, TN 37166 
615-597-6801) is: Jun 30 - Jul 4, FRED CAYLOR, Beginning
Blacksmithing; Jul 7-11, FRED CAYLOR, Intermediate Black
smi thing, Jul 14-18, SID BIRr, Damascus; Jul 21-24, DARRYL
MEIER, Advanced Pattern-Welding; Jul 28 - Aug 1, GLEN'
GIl..M)RE, Beginning Blacksmithing and Aug 4-8, GLEN GIIMORE,
Intermediate Blacksmithing. Other v.orkshops of possible
interest
are: Jun 30 - Jul 4, CAroL HAGEN, Stonesetting;
Jul 7-11, SID BIRr, Knifemaking; Jul 14-18, NANCY LINKIN,
Metals; Jul 21-25, ANN GRAHAM, Aluminum, Jul 28 - Aug 1,
ANN GRAHAM, Aluminum and Aug 4-8, BRlICE LePAGE, Gun
Engraving/carving. For further info. contact the Center.
TOUCHMARKS are intuitive skills retreats at the SteinerBell Health Proootion Institute near Gatlinbu:rg TN. They
oondu~t c~~ed blacks~thing,and woodworking workshops. Woodworking proje~ts will
be pr1ffiarlly greenwood exerClses and you'll make such things as hay rakes and forks
bONls, sCc:x'Ps, shaving horses and mauls. At the forge you'll try your hand at making'
hooks, spike dogs, meat forks and fireplace tools. Lodging and family style meals at
the Bell TONer Inn on site. For further info. contact them at 1-800-251-2811.
~e group has sold out of our supply of didydium safety glasses. However, they are
aVallable fran Sherid~ Safety Supply Co. (1347 E. Fourth St., Dayton, OH 45401 (near
the downtown Post Offlce) - 222-3101). They are highly reccmnended if you spend any
aIOOunt of time looking into a forge fire.

The Annual,Mum Festival and ~rafts ShON is scheduled for Sept. 21 & 22 in Tipp City.
They are seeklng craftsmen to display and sell their products. $30.00 entry fee.
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For further infornation and an application form, contact Lilian Nichols (P.O. Box
294, Tl'pp Cl'ty, OH 45371 - 667-2'-655). Perhaps SOFA can have a float in their parade

r~ ag~~~ Y::t~on

of blacksmithing tools and equiprent to the Boy Scout sl.11lrer camp
at Goshen Scout Reserve in the Lexington, VA area. Donations are tax deductible. Con
tact Randy Smidt at 703-451-9155.
~'lords of ~~isdan: A blacksmith is like a piece of steel, he is no good when he has
lost his temper. Anonynous. (Fran the newsletter of the Blacksmiths' Guild of the
Potomac) •

Attention members in the Toledo area!!! Don Witzler (28943 White Rd., Perrysburg,
OH 43551) is trying to form a blacksmithing group called "Northwest Ohio Blacksniths".
They need a minimum of five AI3ANA rre.mbers to becare an AB.1lliA chapter. Their first
weekend meeting was ~1ay 17-18 at'the Seven Eagles lodge CUltural Center in Grand Rapids,
OH 'v'Thich featured derronstrations by blacksmiths, tinsmiths and farriers. SOFA will
provide what support we can to this organizational effort.
Larry wood is organizing a "Traveling Blacksmith" catalog for smiths to use when
they tour the country which will probably contain' information on museums featuring
ornamental ironwork, pioneer village-tYfS settings with' active blacksmithing, black
smith or ornamental iron shops, etc. Larrywouldappreciate any information or ideas
on what ABANA merrbers would like to see in this catalog •. Contact him at 6945 Fishburg
Rd., Dayton, OI-I 45424.
I receive a monthly calendar up-date fran ADANA on blacksnithing-related event
occurring in the U.S. and abroad. I only put the ones in the newsletter which I
~ consider within striking distance.
HCMever, if you are planning to travel around
rr-T'\ the U.S. or Europe this sumner, for a 22¢ stamp I will furnish you with a complete
listing.
In the June/July 85 SOFA SOUNDS I included an article about French metalworkers who
were restoring the torch on the Statue of Liberty. According to an article included
with the Feb. 86 ABANA President's Hessage to the chapters, these workers will be
staying in the U.S. to open a pennanent shop for repousse work in the New Jersey area.
In addition to architectural restoration work, they plan to make 100 to 200 one-seventh
size models of the torch for sale at several thousand dollars each.
The ~ch 86 newsletter of the Ontario Artist-Blacksmiths Ass' n contained an excellent
two-page article on "Building a Coke Fire" by Brian Hughes. Covers hOVl to build a pre
daninately coke fire and how to maintain it. For a copy send me a 22¢ stamp.
Mark Cusac (5410 W. Bausnan Rd., Piqua, oa 45346 - 513-473-3625) has the follONing
items for sale: hand-cranked, wall-mounted drill press - $40; twisting forks at $1 each;
and swages, tongs and other i terns.
Tanahawk drifts are available fran Hendell' sIron t-buntain (180 Marks Ave., Lan
caster, OH 43130 - 614-654-2040). The D-l size ($12 plus $2.24 S&,) fits small be~t
axe handles and the D-2 size ($15 plus $2.32 S&H) fits the thrONing axe or the Hand B
handle. They are made fran #8 ductile iron.
Quote: "The whole secret of forge welding is ..• sometines it works and sanetirres it
don't" • (By Frank NONicki as reported in the newsletter of the Arizona Artist-Black
~th Ass'n).
The ArrCMhe~d School for Boys is looking for a sumner blacksmith fran July 13 
August 22 to direct the boy's sumner camp forging program in the North Carolina
~lountains. Well equipped shop with hand tools. Contact Joser:h Bell P.O. Box 97
Tuxedo, NC 28784 - 704-692-8362.
"
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The winner of the stake anvil offered dur.i:ng the last ABANA Board of Directors
election was George Kidd from Oakridge, 'IN.
If you missed out on this oppor
tunity, don't dispare. A number of i tens from the Kenneth Lynch collection will
be door prizes, with drawings every day, at the 1986 ABAL'U\ National Conference.
Approximately 1,200 pounds of tools will also be auctioned off here.
A fair number of ABANA members did not re.."1ew this year. While I am sure that all
SOFA manbers have, I would like to point out the tremendous effort Stan Strickland
and a bunch of other ABANA officials are doing in prorroting blacksmithing in the
u.S. The Anvil's Ring is under new editorship and the first edition was excellent,
serving a wide range of blacksmithing skills. The $25 annual ABANA dues are well
worth the cost in both direct and indirect benefits to SOFA members - so renew if
you haven't already.
.
At the April 5th meeting Steve Roth
brought along a homemade forge which was
unusual in that the blONer was made out
of wood. It was p::Mered by two wooden
pulley wheels about 12" with a speed-up
gear between. I forgot to check if the
blONer blades were wood or metal. You
can get a fairly good idea of the
arrangauent fran the photo to the right.
Thanks goes to Scott Shoanaker for taking
the photo for the newsletter.
The New York State Designer Black
smiths will host a one-day demonstration
by Richard Pozniak (fran Chicago) on
June 21st fran 9 AH to 5 PM at Hitch
Fitzgibbons shop in Hestfield, NY (lONer west corner of the sta
Mr. Pozniak is a
smith with the City of Chicago and demonstrates and lectures on
traditional-type florak
elements employed by the German smiths of the 1930' s and 40' s. Registration fee is $30.
For further info contact Jim Robarr, 170 Genesee St., Lockport, JY 14094.
BUILDING FDR RENT: 26' x 40' block building with private office, restroan and
heat. Rent is $260 per rronth. Use of a 5HP Carrq::bell-Hausfeld air canpress would
be $40 per rronth. Utilities are also extra. Located in tlJ.iamisburg. Call 866
3901 for additional information.
We will need to borrow a knife quality belt sander for Al Penc1ray's Damascus
dern:mstration at the Quad-State. If you have a suitable belt sander we can borrow
on Sept. 28th, please call Ken Scharabok at 252-3001.
Samuel Yellin, Metalworker, an exhibition highlighting the achievements in iron of
tl:us twentieth century master metalworker in iron, is now being circulated by the
National Building Museum's Traveling Exhibition Program to the follONing locations:
June 2 - Nov. 17, 86, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, MN; Jan. 19 - t-1a.rch 2,
87, Allen Memorial Art Huseum, Oberlin College, Oberlin, OB; and July 27 - Sept. 14,
87, Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, Wausau, WI. Oberlin is about a 3 1/2 hour drive
from Dayton. If any SOFA members are interested in carpooling up as a group please
let Ken Scharabok knON of your interest. Tentative date, the second Saturday in Feb.,
87. I understand this· is a fantastic exhibit of Yellin's work. The newly opened
National Building Museum is in the Pension Building, Judiciary Square, NVJ, vvashington,
D.C. It apparently contains a permanent exhibit of sore of Yellin's work. I suspect
the museum is within easy walking distance of the Metro if you are in D.C.
Your Editor ONes someone an apology. In the last newsletter I said that Darryl
Painter had donated a tray of assorted rivets for the newsletter raffle. HONever,
Darryl has informed me it wasn't him. Whoever it was - thanks.
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If you are active in Boy Scouting and are interested in helping to reinstate a
..
rrerit badge in blacksmithing, please contact Stan Strickland, 1147 Daniel Ct., Stone
~ ~ Mountain, GA 30083. He needs saneone to work with the Boy Scout Headquarters on this.
~
The Illinois Valley Blacksmiths Ass'n will hold a weekend workshop on July. 14-15 •
. Featured demonstrator will be saneone named Larry ~Vood - who's he? Contact Bl.ll Kauff
man, RR #2, Danvers, IL - 61732 for further information.

The Albert Paley Exhibit will be at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richrrond, VA
fran May 24 - July 20. Ask Hans Peot or Larry Wood about his work.
On June 7th and 8th Historic Fort Wayne in Detroit, MI will be presenting its
First Annual MidNest Blacksmithing ShCM. Local blacksmiths, displays on military
blacksmiths, tools, lectures by John Hamilton from Boston on Early American Forging
Techniques, wheelwright denonstration, and early military traveling and portable forges.
For further info contact Dennis R. Pruss, Historic Fort Wayne, 6325 W. Jefferson,
Detroit, MI 48209 - 313-297-9360'.

The r.1arch 86 ABANA President's Message included a letter to ARANA from P .A. Fie
biger, Inc., the French company doing restoration work on the Statue of Liberty.
In it he praised American workers also working on the statue and provided additional
details on the restoration techniques. For a copy of the letter send me a 22¢ stamp.
FOR SALE:

Large cone mandrel.

Rick Willoughby - 317-883-7478.

WANTED: Hardies in gcx:xi condition to fit 1 1/4" hardy hole.
675-4807.
WANTED:

Canplete set of metric screvldrivers.

Dan O'Brien - 317

Ken Sr::harabok, 252-300l.

FOR SAlE: 158 lb Peter Hright anvil, 165 lb cone mandril, 165 lb swage block, rivet
forge, post drill and bits, vice, and more. $6000BO. phil Deefauver - 309-828-7587.
1836-ERA BLACKSMI:THING PROJECTS:
I attended the Harmer, Anvil and Forge: The 19th Century Blacksmith vlorkshop at
Conner Prairie on March 22-23. Conner Prairie is a recreated 1836 settlement about
ten miles north of Indianapolis (1-465) on Allisonville Road, about a b,..Q hour drive
fran the Dayton area. The techniques taught at the workshop were those of the 1836
era, although mild steel was used for most of the projects rather than wrought iron.
The workshop was well worth the $35 cost and future workshops are recarmended for
beginning to advanced intermediate-level smiths.
Here are three projects I found of interest at the workshop.
are tracings reduced so the proportions will remain consistent.

Most of the sketches

WROUGlT IroN AND STEEL FACED Hru.t1ER HEAD:
By 1836 rretal was readily available in the Indiana area with rrost stores carrying
a range of types and sizes fran nail rod to large bars. A smith coold also buy direct
fran a wholesaler. Wrought iron cost 4 1/2¢ to 7¢ per pound, blister steel (al:x:>ut,
what we row consider mild steel) was 12¢ per pound and cast steel (of tool quality)
was 20¢ per pound.
Although tools could have been made completely out of cast steel, the cost and
difficulty to forge resulted in tools with a wrought iron body and cast
steel striking surface or cutting edge. Anvils of this period were likewise made.
Most tongs and similar tools would have been made out of wrcught iron. In my
tongs collection I have a pair of. left handed, wrought iron tongs which I hid
whenever Larry Wood is around. This harrmer will have a cast steel face and pein
and weigh aboot 40-44 ounces when finished.

.11'\ increased
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A bar of 2" square wrought iron was used -for the body.
The striker forged down the end fran two opposite sides
to form a pein end sane 1/2" to 3/4" wide in one heat •.
When properly shaped with a flatter (including the sides),
the pein end was cut off to rarove the material which had
folded over, using an angled hot cut. The bar was cut off
fran foor sides about 3 1/2" to 4" in front of the pein
edge using the sane hot cut, ag~ in one heat. The head
was put face dONn on the anvil and a regular hot cut used
to cut down 3/4" into the pein along the length. The hot
cut was wider than usual resulting in a spreading of the
sides. When deep enough, a piece of cold 3/4" square W2
steel was driven into the groove to final shape it (ill
ustration 1) •
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To weld the W2 to the wrought' iron body, the W2 was
cut alrrost thrcugh the length of the pein width. The body and W2 were then cleaned,
fluxed and brought to welding terrperature. Fluxing consisted of borax followed by
E-Z Weld. M::>st fluxing in 1836 was done with borax or a certain type of sand. Since
the wrought iron takes a higher welding tenperature without burning (as a result of
the extremely low carbon content), it was put pein down deeper into the fire. The W2
welds at a lower terrperature than mild steel so the proper temperature was eyeballed at
_ light yellow. ~Vhen both were ready for welding, the bcx1y was placed face down on the .
anvil, the W2 put into the groove and welded with light blows fran the center cut. The
head was then broken off of the W2 bar ·stock and returned to the fire twice to weld in
the sides to fonn a properly shaped pein, using a flatter as required. This process
resulted in a flat surface for the next. step, welding on a piece of W2 for the striking
face.
A pieCe of ~v2 was shaped until the end matched the head face area (still close to
2" square). It was then almost cut through as was done with the pein piece. The
~
head and W2 were cleaned, fluxed and brought to welding temperature in the same manner ',iI
as the pein operation. When ready, the head was put with the pein on the anvil top
and the W2 welded with light blows fran the center to the outside. Two nore welding
heats were taken as the corners were chamfered off with a flatter. To finish the
shaping, the fl~tter was used on all four sides. Any folded over material on the face
will be retroved during the grinding or filing process to shape the face slightly convex.
The final process was to put in the handle eye using a S/8" tapered punch fran
both sides. Once punched through, the punch was driven in fran both sides over the
hardy hole to make the top and bottan of the eye larger. To fonn the eye fran roond
to oval, a flatter was evenly used on both sides to return the side widths to 2".
Note that the eye was put in last here - unlike a head out of all tool steel where
it is often punched first. They have found wrought iron to be so soft the eye could
be def9TIned by eyebolt tongs or the forging on of the W2 pieces. Thus, it is left
to last.
The head would be annealed at least overnight in a bucket of fine wood ashes before
final grinding or filing to shape. The head was t€ ! tpered by holding the pein in a
can of concentrated salt brine while running a stream of water on the center of thE!
face. This results in a face which is slightly softer in the middle than the edges.
Illustrations 2 and 3 are a side and top view of the finished hammer head. The
hamner took less than two hours fran lighting the fire to the annealing state.
FIVE PIECE FELLING AXE:

Axe head were an brportant part of a frontier black
smiths business. This one is made in five pieces.
(10) .
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To s'tart the axe, a piece of 3/8" x 3" mild steel was
heated and rrarked 1 1/2" arrl 4" fran the end using an
angled hot cut to cut in an angled grCXJVe (Illustration 4).
:1IIiiii.. A hot set was then used to flatten the area between the
"~ two grooves until the piece looked like Illustraticn 5
fran the side. The flattened area was about halfway
6.
through the 3/8" thick material in the center area. A
prefonned drift (Illustrations 6 and 7) was used to match
the sides of the flattened area with the narrON part of
7.
the drift to the top of the plate, with the groove
slightly larger than the drift to allow for movement
during future processes. Since the top will be narrower
than the botton less fullering was done with the hot
set. The center area was left slightly raised to allow
for spreading of the handle at the top, for a tight
8.
handle. The botton area was fuliered more to put ears
on the bottan. The final shape is shown in Illustration
8~ with the groove area noted.
The next step was to forge weld a piece of 1/2" x
1 1/2" mild steel to one side of the prepared plate.
This will be the flat (harrnuer) end of the head for
driving in wedges, etc. Once measured to the width of
the side, it was cut almost thrO\:gh to ranove head from
the stock following welding. To form the other end of
the eye, a piece of 3/8" x 3/4" mild steel was measured,
cut almost through and welded to the other side of
the eye.
Next another side piece was made to match the
original plate. At this point you have to be careful
to fuller with the hot cut on the proper side so the
ears rratch with the groove inside. The head is nON
a sandwich as shONn in Illustration 9. Pieces (2) and
(3) are called "dutchmen" and have been welded to the
side marked (1). The other side (2) is OCJW welded
to the original side in two heats, starting with the
larger dutchman first. This leaves fonning and weld
ing in a piece of tool steel (in this case 3/4" square
W2) for the cutting blade.
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The blade was prepared by forging the square on
opposite edges to fonn an oval (or double teardrop
shape) as shown in Illustrations 10 and 11. The head 13
C" ;;: "."J
was prepared by slightly spreading the flanges and
•
- cutting a groove into the srraller dutchman to match
the W2 shape. The W2 was then cut almost through and
welded to the head in the same manner as the pein on the harrmer.
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Once the blade was welded the final shape was forged and the drift used lightly
(to avoid stressin; the welds) to prepare the eye. The head would be annealed, the
blade edge ground and, then tanpered. The final shape is as illustrated in 12 and 13.
In Illustration 13, the various pieces can be seen.
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If desired, the back of the head <x>uld be thinner by cutting, folding over and
_' faggot welding the end of the original side. The smaller dutchman could be eliminated
by using a larger piece of tool steel (for a fcur piece head) •
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When pc::rwer harrmers became available, a smith with an apprentice would make this
head in about an hour.
(Cont. on page 14)
(11)
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(From the newsletter of the
Kid-Atlantic Smith'.s Ass'n)
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- After notching, heat to a nice yellow, clamp tightly,
nose down in the vise, and begin chisel cutting the horns.
Cut them alternately •.. a little on this one and a lit·tle
on the other.
It will help keep them symmetrical. Dont
forget to regularly cool your chisel by licking it with
your tongue.
Cut them about 2- long.
- Bend the horns down and draw, taper and round them on the
anvil. Use a little care here because you're dealing with
a triangular length of metal.
It's easy to get a fold.
After shaping, heat and bend them down and back out of the
way. Kind of back where they came from.

CREATURE HEADS
BY
DAN BOONE
As Interpreted by
Don Plummer
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In this exercise Dan creates a dragon-like head that he claims
bears a remarkable resemblance to Bill Gichner. With minor
modifications you might also get it to look a lot like your
Hother-in-Law.
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- Notch just as previously described for the horns,
either with a hammer from above or over the anvils
edge. Again, be sure they are oppositely aligned.
Position them about %- i~ front of the horns.
- Use a series of increasing-sized, rounded point punches
to punch the eyes. Dan works his way up from about a l/B"
for initial alignment, through about a '<" and then 3/B" .•
His fourth and last punch is a'cupped punch that creates
a nice, large eyeball. Dan has some of the biggest
eyeballs in town.
- You may want to touch up some of the areas behind or around
the eyes: with a small fullering or square chisel.
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- Hake sure everything is in pretty good shape at this point.
You may want to just do a minor amount of touching up or
get into some maior shaping.
You can let your imagination
run amok and create great bUlbous noses; long, drawn out
heads, wrinkles ~r etc. Dont, however, just indiscriminately
pound away.
Think about what you're doing.
You could really
screw it. up with a misdirected blow.
- For this particular creature, Dan knocked some of the edges
off the top and bottom, rounded the end af the nose just a
bit and chiseled a large groove from between the eyes to the
end of the nose.
This is just to add a bit of design effect.
Curiously, this is the feature that made it look most
like my mother-in-law.

- Notch two top edges to provide a corner to start the
chisel cuts.
- Hake the notches about 5" from the nose end of the bar.
If you're good, you can form these notches by hammering
down from above. Alternatively, you can turn the bar
upside down and make the notches over tha anvil's edge.
1...-\ Align them carefully, side by side.
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punch and shape the eyes

3. Refine the head shape

No·tch, cut and shape the horns
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cupped
punch

I! ~

Notch, cut and shape the horns or ears. (Call them
whatever you want).
Notch, punch and shape the eyes.
Refine the head shape.
Punch the nostrils
Split the mouth.
Shape the mouth and jaw.
Cut the teeth.
Final shaping and finishing.
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Hr. Boone can finish 'one of these critters in about 20 heats and
about an hour and 15 minutes. Thats counting t!me to slowly show
intermediate results to a large contingent of gawking observers.
By mustering great levels of technicai'skill and experience, however,
I was able to produce an infinitely inferior.and heavily fire-pitted
product in only 32 heats and just under three hours.
Let's look at the process as consisting of eight basic operations:
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Dan uses a one inch square stock of mild steel.
It holds the heat
well for those of us who stay continually confused about what we're
doing. An IB- piece will be about right. Dan. prefers to ttghtly
clamp on a pair of vice-grips for tongs.' .
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Dan continually emphasizes using your own imagination in making
your dragon h,ads.
However, if it's your first time at it, I
would encourage you to stick to these directions ... more or less.
Any deviation from size or process and we will not guarantee the
results. However, if you follow these directions with care and
detail, we also will not guarantee the results.
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4. Punch,the nost~ilS

7.

Cut the Teeth
As ~uch as possible, heat just the lower jaw, anchor
in the vise and, cutting from the back forward, cut
a nice fang-like tooth on each side. As you cut it,
lever it up slightly to a more tooth-like position.
If you are fast enough,
you may be able to cut two on
each side.
If you re-heat to cut more teeth be careful
not to burn up what you have already cut.
- Alternatively, you may want to spot heat with a torch and
cut the teeth that-a-way.
- Use a small, quite sharp chisel and, as always, keep things
symmetrical and bilateral.

- Like the eyes, use a series of smaller to larger punches
and punch at the very end of the nose. Work alternately
between -the two nostrils so that a symmetrical, bilateral
balance may be maintained.
Starting with the small punch
in the right spot is very important.
- Again, you may want to touch up around and behind the
nostrils with a small fuller chisel. This is just to help
accentuate a few spots or punch a bit of unwanted iron bacK
into place, etc.
.
Photo
not
Available
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5. Split the mouth
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- Split the mouth such that it will leave a larger portion
of metal on the bottom jaw than on the top.
Something
along the lines of 2/5 on the top and 3/5 for the bottom.
- Keep your metal hot and your chisel sharp and cool.
lihenever you put the thing in for a ,heat, be mindful of the
horns. Pulling out the head to,find one horn missing and
the other sparking can cause you to say bad words.
- Anchor solidly in the vise and split down to within,about
~ to ~. of the eyes,
- When fully split, spread the jaws so they are at a 90 0
'P
angle to each other.
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- If you are fortunate ,enough to ~till have some_hing worth
while at this stage there'i just miri6r finishing required.
- Main thing is to now heat and shape the horns into a graceful'
curve, circle, natural sweep, etc.
- If you want a tongue, flatten and shape as desired, a ~.
rod.
Push through the previously drilled ~" hole and
weld from the back.
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You now have to decide what to do with this thing.
Here you are
with a nice ·dragon head on the end of a 6 pound bar of iron. Shoul~
you make it into an ear ring? a cane head? a knife handle, a door
knocker? You could just cut_it off, point the end and stick it
into a pre-drilled block of walnut or oak.
This makes a nice
standard for a desk ornament or paper weight.

6. Shape the mouth and jaw
- Lengthen, taper and point the lower jaw. This is the
reason we left a greater mass here when we cut the mouth.
- Fold back the now po~nted end of the lower jaw, and shape
the new end to approximate that of the upper jaw.
- If you are going to insert a tongue, this is a good time
to punch a hole in the back of the gullet for a subsequent
~. hole. As soon as convenient drill the ~" hole all the
way through the back of the neck, ... beginnlng, in the mouth
and corning out somewhere behind the horns.
- Bring the two jaws into a decent, gaping position so the
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will JUS: drip n;olY.

Dan sometimes tapers and curls a bit of stainless steel"welding rod.
This is inserted in the tongue hole and.;.voila .•. a corkscrew.
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You can finish the head rapidly and nicely by buffing it with a
wire wheel and spraving with two light coats of a~ acrylic
clear'lacquer.
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SIMPLE TRIVIT:
A trivit is a kitchen utencil which were also a major part of a pioneer black
smi ths business. This one can be made in under an hour.
Start with a piece of 1/8" x 1" or 3/16"
I
x 3/4" stock, 24" long. Scraf the two ends
on opposite sides. Use a bending fork in
..
the vice to bend the stock into a circle,
1....
flattening it as required. When a full
circle, prepare, flux .and weld the two ends. You should
end up with a circle with an outside diameter of 8 1/211
or so. True up the circle on a cone if available.
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The combination center holders: and legs are
made out of 1/4" x 1/2" stock drawn out and shaped as
ShONn in Illustration 14. You will need a matching set
of three of these. Measure the circle into thirds,
center punch mark and punch for a :r;ivet. Lay the legs
over the ring to fonn an attractive shape (see Illus
tration 15), bad side of the weld up. Mark the legs ..
throUJh the ring and punch them. Hole should be the
same distance fran the end on all three pieces. Rivet
the legs to the ring, again bad side of the weld up
so it won't be seen fran the top of the trivit. CUt
off 16 penny nails would work well for rivets.
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The final step is to fold dONn the leg slightly
behind the ring using the leg vice ~. Put a curve to
~------____ l~'______~
the legs using the hardy hole, sane cUrved surface I
spread vice jaws, etc. (see Illustration 16). Adjust
shape as required. A handle could be added if desired.
This trivit will sit about 5 1/2" high. For a lONer or higher one, adjust the length
of the legs as desired.
To ootain information on the S\..lI11Ter programs at Conner Prairie, contact them at
13400 Allisonville Road, Noblesville, IN 46060-4499 - 317-776-6000. They are an
Earlham Museum accredited by the American Association of Museums.
SOFA SOUNDS is the bi-nonthly newsletter ·of the Southern Ohio Forge am Anvil (SOFA)
Chapter of the Artist-Blacksrni th Ass' n of North Arrerica (ABANA). Other ~lA Chapters
may reprint non-copyrighted rna.terial as long as proper credit is given to the original
source. Unless otherwise indicated, the material herein was provided by the Editor.
~leIIbership in SOFA IS $5.00 per year payable to S.O.F .A. in care of the Editor.
SOFA SOONDS
c/o Ken Scharabok
1135-6 Spinning Road
Dayton, OH 45432-1641
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